Cell Phone Radio Frequency Radiation Studies

Cell phones are used by 95% of American adults.\(^1\) Given the large number of users, any harmful effects associated with cell phone use could be a significant public health concern.

Cell phones use radio frequency radiation (RFR) to transmit signals. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) nominated RFR for study by the National Toxicology Program (NTP), due to widespread human exposure and limited information about the potential health effects of long-term use of cell phones.

**What did NTP study?**

NTP conducted toxicology studies in rats and mice to help clarify potential health hazards, including cancer risk, from exposure to RFR used in 2G and 3G cell phones. 2G and 3G networks were standard when the studies were designed and are still used for phone calls and texting.

The $30 million NTP studies took more than 10 years to complete and are the most comprehensive assessment, to date, of health effects in animals exposed to RFR. The results will help guide other studies of newer technologies.

**What did the studies find?**

NTP studies found that exposure to high levels of RFR, like that used in 2G and 3G cell phones, was associated with:

- **Clear evidence of tumors in the hearts of male rats.** The tumors were malignant schwannomas.
- **Some evidence of tumors in the brains of male rats.** The tumors were malignant gliomas.
- **Some evidence of tumors in the adrenal glands of male rats.** The tumors were pheochromocytomas.

For female rats, and male and female mice, it was unclear, also known as equivocal, whether cancers observed in the studies were associated with exposure to RFR.

The conclusions were based on the NTP four categories of evidence that a substance may cause cancer.

- Clear evidence (highest)
- Some evidence
- Equivocal evidence
- No evidence (lowest)

---

If you are concerned about potential health risks from RFR, the FDA suggests the following tips:\(^2\)

- **Use speaker mode or a headset to place more distance between your head and the cell phone.**
- **Reduce the amount of time spent using your cell phone.**
Do the rat and mouse findings apply to humans?
The findings in animals cannot be directly applied to humans for two key reasons:

- The exposure levels and durations were greater than what people may receive from cell phones.
- The rats and mice received RFR across their whole bodies, which is different from the more localized exposures humans may receive, like from a cell phone in their pocket or next to their head.

However, the studies question the long-held assumption that radio frequency radiation is of no concern as long as the energy level is low and does not significantly heat the tissues.

Did NTP find health effects other than cancer?
NTP found lower body weights among newborn rats and their mothers, especially when exposed to high levels of RFR during pregnancy and lactation, yet these animals grew to normal size.

What factors contributed to the NTP conclusions?
In addition to seeing tumors in the male rats with higher exposures to RFR, NTP scientists also observed other changes in the hearts of exposed male and female rats that supported their conclusions.

The evidence for tumors in the brain and adrenal glands was not as strong as what NTP scientists saw in the heart. However, the type of brain cancer observed is similar to a type of brain tumor linked to heavy cell phone use in some human studies.

Why did NTP expose the animals' whole bodies to RFR?
Although many previous studies focused on exposure to the brain, NTP scientists wanted to make sure that they were considering health effects to the whole body, especially since many people do not hold their phones next to their head much of time.
What is the difference between electric and magnetic fields and RFR?

RFR is a subcategory of electric and magnetic fields (EMF), which are the invisible waves of force that surround any electrical device. The different types of EMF are distinguished by their frequencies. RFR is a form of low frequency, non-ionizing radiation that was thought to be relatively harmless.

How were the studies conducted?

Rats and mice were exposed to RFR in special chambers for up to two years, or most of their natural lives. NTP scientists looked for a range of cancers and noncancer health effects.

Exposure to RFR began in the womb for rats and at 5-6 weeks old for mice. The RFR exposure was intermittent, 10 minutes on and 10 minutes off, totaling about 9 hours each day. The RFR levels ranged from 1.5 to 6 watts per kilogram of body weight in rats, and 2.5 to 10 watts per kilogram in mice.

The chambers were shielded rooms with a transmitting antenna that radiated RFR fields, plus rotating stirrers that generated a uniform field.4,5 Pilot studies established field strengths that did not raise animal body temperatures excessively.6

The rats and mice were exposed to whole body RFR at frequencies of 900 and 1900 megahertz, respectively, from two technologies – Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM).

NTP and RFR experts from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the IT’IS Foundation designed and built the chambers specifically for these studies.

What is the difference between CDMA and GSM?

CDMA and GSM are two common ways of transmitting cell phone signals in the U.S. and Europe. There are substantial differences in signal structure that may result in different RFR exposures, so NTP wanted to expose the animals to both modulations.

How do the NTP studies relate to 4G, 5G, or Wi-Fi?

NTP studies of RFR used in 2G and 3G cell phones do not apply to 4G or 5G technologies. These newer technologies use different methods of signal modulation than NTP used in the studies. The NTP studies also did not investigate frequencies and modulations used for Wi-Fi.

What were the studies’ strengths?

NTP was able to control exactly how much RFR the animals received — something that is not possible when studying human cell phone use.

Were there any surprise findings?

NTP found longer lifespans among the exposed male rats. This may be explained by an observed decrease in chronic kidney problems that are often the cause of death in older rats.

What will NTP do with the results of the studies?

NTP will provide these studies to the FDA and Federal Communications Commission. The agencies will review the information as they continue to monitor new research on the potential health effects of RFR.

Final reports and data tables are available on the NTP website at https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/cellphone.
**Are future studies planned?**

NTP is collaborating with NIST and IT’IS to develop smaller RFR exposure chambers for additional short-term studies that will take weeks and months rather than years. These studies will focus on further clarifying what NTP learned in the long-term studies and investigating the possibility of DNA damage in exposed tissues.

The exposure system is also being designed so studies of different RFR frequencies and modulations can keep up with the changing technologies in the telecommunications industry.

NTP is also hoping to identify biomarkers of damage from RFR exposure. These would be measurable physical changes that can be seen in shorter periods of time than it takes to develop cancer. Examples could be changes in heart rate after exposure or molecular changes that might be predictive of cancer. If scientists can better understand biological changes in animals, they will know more about what to look for in humans.

---

**Where can I go for more information?**

For more information on what federal agencies are doing to determine whether RFR used in cell phones may affect human health, visit the following websites:

- **National Toxicology Program**
  https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/cellphone

- **National Cancer Institute**

- **U.S. Food and Drug Administration**
  https://go.usa.gov/B5tx

- **Federal Communications Commission**

---

The National Toxicology Program is an interagency program headquartered at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences that tests and evaluates chemicals in our environment.

For more information on NTP, go to [https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov](https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov).
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